Ar&B.Dick®
Wide-Screen
ncil

Now you can make high quality, print-like
copies of work that used to require an
offset capability-at mimeograph prices.
How? With the new A. B. Dick 560 wide
screen mimeograph stencil printer, one
of the most fully featured twin cyiinder
mimeographs on the market today.
Combine the 560 with the A. B. Dick 590
photo stencil maker, and you have a
system that will economically upgrade
a limited copy making capability into a
comprehensive graphic communications
center.

Full-page width, heavier
solids, and half tones, too.
The 590 stencil maker helps you get
maximum value from the 560
mimeograph. You can transfer almost
anything on paper to a stencil,
automatically-even outline drawings,
screened pictures cut from printed
materials, and continuous-tone
photographs. The 560/590 system gives
you almost unlimited graphic versatility
to do those once "difficult" jobs that
require full-page width printing,
halftones, and heavy solids.

Twin cylinders for
"press-like" performance
The 560 utilizes twin cylinders with dual
oscillating ink rollers. The operating
principle is similar to that of a printing
press. It's combined with selective
inking and a silk screen to place ink in
any one of four positions at varying
degrees of coverage-automatically.
The automatic, selective inking feature
is controlled with a push button for
operator convenience. And, should
lighter or heavier inking coverage be
desired-right, left, middle or full
width-a simple push of a button is
all it takes.

Our new Stencil Maker transfers almost anything on
paper to a stencil, automatically. Even continuous-tone
photographs. Use it with the 560 to make print-like copies
at a fraction of the cost of printing. Now you can clip,
paste and create. No need to be limited to typing, writing
and drawing on stencils.

Interchangeable ink canisters
for multi-color production
The 560 utilizes snap-in cartridges of
printer's type paste ink that are easily
interchangeable. This makes doing
professional, multi-colored work easier
than ever. Color changes are quick,
and easy.

Variable speed control
for consistent quality
Mimeographing speeds are variable from
50 to 150 copies per minute. This ensures
volume production efficiency with
consistent quality control.
In addition, dual paper feeding rollers and
corner separators guarantee single-sheet
feeding. The 560 will also feed paper in
sizes from 3" x 5" to 10" x 15".

Easy-to-reach,
fingertip controls
The 560's exclusive top operating control
panel is designed for operator
convenience. Located on the operator's
side of the unit, all controls are easy
to see and operate.

Deluxe features are
standard equipment
A. B. Dick Company doesn't feel you
should pay extra for extra convenience.
For example, we 've included a special
paper feed table that automatically raises
to the correct position for exact feeding
height. Our built-in 3-way jogger stacks
paper squarely, eliminating the time
needed to manually "square" the stock.
Another standard feature, the automatic
counter and shut-off means your operator
doesn't have to waste time "supervising"
while the duplicator does its work.
When the desired number of copies
is reached, the unit automatically shuts
off. You can even "fold-up" this machine
for easy storage or transport because the
feeding and receiving trays fold into
the machine body.

The versatile mimeograph

Specifications

Speed: Variable speeds from 50 to 150

Construction: Rugged steel side frames

and base with high impact plastic
covers.
Finish: Easy to clean. Warm charcoal
and mist gray finish suitable for
any decor.
Weight: 90 lbs.
Size: With feed and receiving trays in
operating position: 40" long, 17½"
deep, 17¾" high. The length is 14"
when the trays are in storage position.
Motor: Integral part of machine. AC
motor, 115 volts, 60 hertz, single phase,
1.3 amps.
Inking System: Twin cylinder, silk
screen-type system using paste ink.
Paper Feed: Automatic dual roll feed.
Adjustable to feed from margins of
paper.

copies per minute.
Paper Weights: Sub. 16 to 110 lb. Index.
Paper Sizes: 3" x 5" to 10" x 15"
Duplicating Area: 8¾" x 14"
Copy Counter: Count-down type; 9999

Feed Table: Accommodates 500 sheets

of sub. 20 paper.
Receiving Tray: Three-way jogging tray.

Adjustable for sizes from 3" x 5" to
10" X 15".
Hand Crank: Hand crank allows manual
operation of the unit. It disengages
automatically when power is turned on.

to 0. When counter reaches "O", feed,
ink flow and machine shut off.
Copy Position Adjustments: Vertical:
Overall adjustment of approximately
2 inches (1½" (38mm.) up,%" (10mm.)
down). This control functions while
the machine is running. Lateral: Control
moves feed table %". Angular: Corrects
copy running up or down hill on
the paper.
Work Lights: Two built-in work lights
are provided-one at the feed table
and one at the receiving tray.

Our business is copies
And your A. B. Dick representative can provide you
with equipment, supplies and fast, professional service
to fulfill almost any copying/ duplicating requirement.
There are more than 67 offices across Canada offering
A. B. Dick products and service. And the one near you
is only a phone call away.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
For use with all makes of suitable stencil
duplicating products.
A. B. Dick is a trademark of
A.B. Dick Company of Canada Ltd.
94 Brockport Drive
Rexdale, Ontario M9W 5C5

